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MySQL Fabric is an integrated framework for managing farms of MySQL servers with
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Managing farms of MySQL servers with MySQL Fabric
By Martin Arrieta and Fernando Ipar
While built-in replication has been a major cause for MySQL’s wide adoption, official tools to help
DBAs manage replication topologies have typically been missing from the picture. The community
has produced many good products to fill in this gap, but recently, Oracle has been filling it too with
the addition of MySQL Utilities to the mix.
One part of the Utilities that has been generating interest recently is , and we will be discussing this
project in this ebook and in another to follow.
According to the official documentation, MySQL Fabric is a system for managing farms of MySQL
Servers. At the current stage, the system focuses on two areas of MySQL operations: High
Availability and Sharding, relying on GTID based replication (available only on MySQL >= 5.6.5) for
the former. Its development has been spearheaded by Mats Kindahl, senior principal software
developer in MySQL at Oracle, who explains what it is in this post and again in this at Percona Live
2014 last April in Santa Clara, California.
We will start this series of posts by providing a broad overview of the project, and then we’ll dig
deeper on each area on subsequent posts.

What it does
Currently, MySQL Fabric has two areas of server management in which it can help DBAs: High
Availability and Sharding.
In terms of High Availability, MySQL Fabric will let you pool a group of MySQL servers and treat
them as a single logical unit, with a Primary server that can take reads and writes, and Secondary
servers that can take reads (and be used to scale those) as well as take over the Primary role in
the event of a failure.
As we’ll see, MySQL Fabric relies on GTID based replication to work. By default, the tool won’t do
any automatic failover, but it can be configured to do that, and it does work. In future posts of this
series, we’ll spend some time explaining how to set up an HA group of MySQL servers using
MySQL Fabric, and then we’ll set to try and break them in many ways. Stay tuned if you’re
interested in the results

When it comes to Sharding, MySQL Fabric relies on special connectors to work. Without the
connectors, you can still use the mysqlfabric command line tool to manage shards (and even
migrate them from one server to another), but you will have to modify your application to include
logic to decide which shard should be used for any given query. When using the connectors, the
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MySQL connection will actually be established with MySQL Fabric (with an XML RPC service we’ll
talk about later). The connectors cache the needed information (this is a simplification, we’ll go into
more detail on the next post) so that the client can make the right routing decision when reading or
writing data to a sharded table.
We feel that the HA features are more mature now, but the Sharding ones look promising. Also,
MySQL Fabric is extensible, and we think this is one area where it can grow a lot (for example, by
using Shard Query with MySQL Fabric to support parallel distributed queries).

General Concepts
In order to understand MySQL Fabric we first need to present some terminology used by the
project. We’ll start by listing basic definitions, and then we’ll go into more details when needed.
Group. A collection of mysqld servers.
Global group. Special groups that store updates that must be propagated to all shards.
Node. A running instance of MySQL Fabric.
Shard. A horizontal partition of data in a table.
Primary. A group member that has been designated master.
Secondary. A group member that is read only.

Group
A server here is actually a mysqld instance, though ideally, all instances of a group should be on
different servers. However, while testing, you can create multiple instances on the same host since
you don’t really need HA.
A given server can only be part of a single group. This may seem confusing at first, but when you
realize MySQL Fabric relies on replication (using GTID) for most of its work, it becomes clearer. A
given MySQL server can only have one master and therefore it makes no sense for it to belong to
multiple groups.
Groups have identifiers, which are just symbolic names that need to comply with some

Global group
Global groups are special groups involved in Sharding. They are used to propagate changes global
to all shards (like schema changes, though not only that).

Node
Note that a node is *not* a MySQL server that’s part of a group. It is a python program that, among
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other things, provides the XML-RPC server that is used by special connectors and by the
‘mysqlfabric’ command line client. A node will, however, need a mysqld instance. This instance is
called the backend store and will be used by MySQL Fabric to save all the information it needs to
manage servers.

Shard
We said a shard is an horizontal partition of data in a table, but this partition happens at the MySQL
Fabric level. MySQL is completely unaware of it, and at the mysqld instance level, a shard is just a
table. We’ll talk more about this soon, as it has some consequences.

Primary
The primary server is the only writable server in a group. This applies to HA, not to sharding,
though you could define a group (and therefore a Primary) per shard and therefore use MySQL
Fabric both for sharding, and to provide HA for each shard.

Secondary
A Secondary server is a member of a group that is available to replace a Primary server on failover, and that is read only.It can also be used to scale out reads.

Highlights

As with anything, MySQL Fabric has its good and bad points. Fortunately, the bulk of the bad
points we identified are due to the project being still early in its lifecycle. Considering the latest
release is a RC, we’re sure those will go away the future.
On the good side:
It is developed by Oracle.
We think this is important, because MySQL did not have a standard tool to manage farms of
servers until now. People will still be able to use tools from other providers (or cook their own), but
we think it’s good to have a standard offering that’s part of the MySQL packages.
It is extensible.
MySQL Fabric feels more like a framework than a closed product. In fact, even some official
presentations introduce it as a framework. As a framework, it is implemented in python, a widely
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available and friendly interpreted language. We believe this means MySQL Fabric should be
adaptable to specific needs with little hassle.
It is focused on MySQL versions 5.6.10 and newer.
By not worrying about backwards compatibility, implementation should be simpler. Take Secondary
server promotion after the Primary goes down as example. GTID makes this much simpler.
On the bad side:
It is a bit rough around the edges.
This is expected for a new product, and to be honest, most problems we faced turned out being a
documentation issue and not an actual problem with the software. The docs are still a bit green, but
source code comments are good and plenty, so if you want to get your hands dirty and really
understand how it works, that is the path we suggest.
Some things require help from MySQL to be properly implemented, and MySQL does
not provide it (yet?).
An example: it is currently impossible to make sure that writes can never go to the wrong shard. As
we said earlier, at the individual mysqld server, a shard is just a table, period. Ideally, some future
MySQL version should extend the @read_only variable functionality and allow you to selectively
mark parts of the data as read only. If we could mark a specific table as read only, or as updatable
only when a given condition is met (i.e. WHERE id between <lower bound> and <upper bound>), it
would increase the safety of sharding a lot.
It is focused on MySQL versions 5.6.10.
Yes, we said that’s good, but the obvious downside is you can’t consider using MySQL Fabric if
you’re on an earlier MySQL version, and a lot of people still are.
In HA setups, MySQL Fabric itself can become a single point of failure
MySQL Fabric (the XML-RPC ‘Node’) and its data store (the mysqld instance that stores MySQL
Fabric’s data) are a single point of failure that needs to be addressed. In practical terms, the
impact of MySQL Fabric going down will vary with your use case. If you’re only using the
mysqlfabric utility to manage servers, nothing will happen as long as all servers in a Group
continue to work. If, however, you’re using one of the special connectors to access the Group,
then your application will be down. This is resolvable, and we will discuss some approaches in the
HA posts, but we think the best solution going forward is for MySQL Fabric to address this in the
future by letting you set up multiple Fabric Nodes and have them monitor each other and promote a
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new active one if needed.

What comes next
The following chapter explains how to set up HA and Sharded clusters using MySQL Fabric,
walking you through the process, and also trying to see how and when it can fail. We had a lot of
fun doing this and we hope you have a good time reading it and experimenting yourself too!
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High Availability with MySQL Fabric: Part I
By Martin Arrieta and Fernando Ipar
In the previous chapter, we introduced the MySQL Fabric utility and said we would dig deeper into
it. This chapter is the first part of our test of MySQL Fabric’s High Availability (HA) functionality.
Today, we’ll review MySQL Fabric’s HA concepts, and then walk you through the setup of a
3-node cluster with one Primary and two Secondaries, doing a few basic tests with it. In a second
post, we will spend more time generating failure scenarios and documenting how Fabric handles
them. (MySQL Fabric is an extensible framework to manage large farms of MySQL servers, with
support for high-availability and sharding.)
Before we begin, we recommend you read by Oracle’s Mats Kindahl, which, among other things,
addresses the issues we raised on our first post. Mats leads the MySQL Fabric team.

Our lab
All our tests will be using our test environment with Vagrant ()
If you want to play with MySQL Fabric, you can have these VMs running in your desktop
following the instructions in the README file. If you don’t want full VMs, our colleague Jervin Real
created a that let you test MySQL Fabric using sandboxes.
Here is a basic representation of our environment...
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Set up
To set up MyQSL Fabric without using our Vagrant environment, you can follow the official
documentation, or check the ansible in our lab repo. If you follow the manual, the only caveat is that
when , you should either disable binary logging for your session, or use a GRANT statement instead
of CREATE
USER.
For HA tests, the one thing to mention is that, in our experience, the failure detector will only trigger
an automatic failover if the value for failover_interval in the [failure_tracking] section is greater than
0. Otherwise, failures will be detected and written to the log, but no action will be taken.

MySQL configuration
In order to manage a mysqld instance with MySQL Fabric, the following options need to be set in
the [mysqld] section of its my.cnf file:

Additionally, as in any replication setup, you must make sure that all servers have a distinct
server_id.
When everything is in place, you can setup and start MySQL Fabric with the following commands:

The setup command creates the database schema used by MySQL Fabric to store information
about managed servers, and the start one, well, starts the daemon. The –daemon option makes
Fabric start as a daemon, logging to a file instead of to standard output. Depending on the port and
file name you configured in fabric.cfg, this may need to be run as root.
While testing, you can make MySQL Fabric reset its state at any time (though it won’t change
existing node configurations such as replication) by running:

If you’re using our Vagrant environment, you can run the reinit_cluster.sh script from your host OS
(from the root of the vagrant-fabric repo) to do this for you, and also initialise the datadir of the
three instances.
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Creating a High Availability Cluster:
A High Availability Cluster is a set of servers using the standard Asynchronous MySQL Replication
with GTID.

Creating a group
The first step is to create the group by running mysqlfabric with this syntax:

In our example, to create the cluster “mycluster” you can run:

Add the servers to the group
The second step is add the servers to the group. The syntax to add a server to a group is:

The port number is optional and only required if distinct from 3306. It is important to mention that
the clients that will use this cluster must be able to resolve this host or IP. This is because clients
will connect directly both with MySQL Fabric’s XML-PRC server and with the managed mysqld
servers. Let’s add the nodes to our group.

Please procede to the next page
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Promote a node as a master
Now that we have all our nodes in the group, we have to promote one of them. You can promote
one specific node or you can let MySQL Fabric to choose one for you.
The syntax to promote a specific node is:

or to let MySQL Fabric pick one:

Let’s do that:
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You can then check the health of the group like this:

One current limitation of the ‘health’ command is that it only identifies servers by their uuid. To get
a list of the servers in a group, along with quick status summary, and their host names, use
lookup_servers instead:

We sent a request to use a Json string instead of the “print” of the object in the “return” field from
the XML-RPC in order to be able to use that information to display the results in a friendly way. In
the same merge, we have added the address of the servers in the health command too.

Failure detection
Now we have the three lab machines set up in a replication topology of one master (the PRIMARY
server) and two slaves (the SECONDARY ones). To make MySQL Fabric start monitoring the
group for problems, you need to activate it:
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Now MySQL Fabric will monitor the group’s servers, and depending on the configuration
(remember the failover_interval we mentioned before) it may trigger an automatic failover. But let’s
start testing a simpler case, by stopping mysql on one of the secondary nodes:

And checking how MySQL Fabric report’s the group’s health after this:

We can see that MySQL Fabric successfully marks the server as faulty. In our next post we’ll show
an example of this by using one of the supported connectors to handle failures in a group, but for
now, let’s keep on the DBA/sysadmin side of things, and try to bring the server back online:

So the server is back online, but Fabric still considers it faulty. To add the server back into rotation,
we need to look at the server commands:
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The specific command we need is set_status, and in order to add the server back to the group, we
need to change it’s status twice: first to SPARE and then back to SECONDARY. You can see what
happens if we try to set it to SECONDARY directly:

So let’s try it the right way:

And check the group’s health again:

In the next chapter, when we discuss how to use the Fabric aware connectors, we’ll also test
other failure scenarios like hard VM shutdown and network errors, but for now, let’s try the same
thing but on the PRIMARY node instead:
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And let’s check the servers again:

We can see that MySQL Fabric successfully marked node3 as FAULTY, and promoted node2 to
PRIMARY to resolve this. Once we start mysqld again on node3, we can add it back as SECONDARY
using the same process of setting it’s status to SPARE first, as we did for node2 above.
Remember that unless failover_interval is greater than 0, MySQL Fabric will detect problems in an active
group, but it won’t take any automatic action. We think it’s a good thing that the value for this variable in
the documentation is 0, so that automatic failover is not enabled by default (if people follow the manual,
of course), as even in mature HA solutions like , automatic failover is something that’s tricky to get right.
But even without this, we believe the main benefit of using MySQL Fabric for promotion is that it takes
care of reconfiguring replication for you, which should reduce the risk for error in this process, specially
once the project becomes GA.

What’s next
In this chapter we’ve presented a basic replication setup managed by MySQL Fabric and reviewed
a couple of failure scenarios, but many questions are left unanswered, among them:
What happens to clients connected with a Fabric aware driver when there is a status
change in the cluster?
What happens when the XML-RPC server goes down?
How can we improve its availability?
We’ll try to answer these and other questions in Chapter 3.
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High Availability with MySQL Fabric: Part II
By Martin Arrieta and Fernando Ipar
MySQL Fabric was RC when we started this series, but it went GA recently. You can read the
press release , and see this blog post from Oracle’s for more details. In our previous post, we
showed a simple HA setup managed with MySQL Fabric, including some basic failure scenarios.
Today, we’ll present a similar scenario from an application developer’s point of view, using the for
the examples. If you’re following the examples on these posts, you’ll notice that the UUID for
servers will be changing. That’s because we rebuild the environment between runs. Symbolic
names stay the same though. That said, here’s our usual 3 node setup:

For our tests, we will be using this simple script:

(Continued on next page)
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This simple script requests a MODE_READWRITE connection and then issues selects in a loop.
The reason it requests a RW connector is that it makes it easier for us to provoke a failure, as we
have two SECONDARY nodes that could be used for queries if we requested a
MODE_READONLY connection. The select includes a short sleep to make it easier to catch it in
SHOW PROCESSLIST. In order to work, this script needs the test.test table to exist in the
mycluster group. Running the following statements in the PRIMARY node will do it:

Dealing with failure
With everything set up, we can start the script and then cause a PRIMARY failure. In this case,
we’ll simulate a failure by shutting down mysqld on it:
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While this happens, here’s the output from the script:

The ‘sleeping 1 second and reconnecting’ line means the script got an exception while running a
query (when the PRIMARY node was stopped, waited one second and then reconnected. The next
lines confirm that everything went back to normal after the reconnection. The relevant piece of
code that handles the reconnection is this:
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If fcnx.reset_cache() is not invoked, then the driver won’t connect to the xml-rpc server again, but
will use it’s local cache of the group’s status instead. As the PRIMARY node is offline, this will
cause the reconnect attempt to fail. By reseting the cache, we’re forcing the driver to connect to
the xml-rpc server and fetch up to date group status information. If more failures happen and there
is no PRIMARY (or candidate for promotion) node in the group, the following error is received:

Running without MySQL Fabric
As we have discussed in previous posts, the XML-PRC server can become a single point of failure
under certain circumstances. Specifically, there are at least two problem scenarios when this
server is down:
When a node goes down
When new connection attempts are made
The first case is obvious enough. If MySQL Fabric is not running and a node fails, there won’t be
any action, and clients will get an error whenever they send a query to the failed node. This is
worse if the PRIMARY fails, as failover won’t happen and the cluster will be unavailable for writes.
The second case means that while MySQL Fabric is not running, no new connections to the
group can be established. This is because when connecting to a group, MySQL Fabric-aware
clients first connect to the XML-RPC server to get a list of nodes and roles, and only then use their
local cache for decisions. A way to mitigate this is to use connection pooling, which reduces the
need for establishing new connections, and therefore minimises the chance of failure due to
MySQL Fabric being down. This, of course, is assuming that something is monitoring MySQL
Fabric ensuring some host provides the XML-PRC service. If that is not the case, failure will be
delayed, but it will eventually happen anyway. Here is an example of what happens when MySQL
Fabric is down and the PRIMARY node goes down:
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This happens when a new connection attempt is made after resetting the local cache.

Making sure MySQL Fabric stays up
As of this writing, it is the user’s responsibility to make sure MySQL Fabric is up and running. This
means you can use whatever you feel comfortable with in terms of HA, like . While it does add
some complexity to the setup, the XML-RPC server is very simple to manage and so a simple
resource manager should work. For the backend, MySQL Fabric is storage engine agnostic, so an
easy way to resolve this could be to use a small MySQL Cluster set up to ensure the backend is
available. MySQL’s team blogged about such a set up . We think the ndb approach is probably the
simplest for providing HA at the MySQL Fabric store level, but believe that MySQL Fabric itself
should provide or make it easy to achieve HA at the XML-RPC server level. If ndb is used as store,
this means any node can take a write, which in turns means multiple XML-PRC instances should
be able to write to the store concurrently. This means that in theory, improving this could be as
easy as allowing Fabric-aware drivers to get a list of Fabric servers instead of a single IP and port
to connect to.
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Oracle's Mats Kindahl on MySQL Fabric
By Tom Diederich
As has already been discussed in this eBook, MySQL Fabric is an integrated framework for
managing farms of MySQL servers with support for both high-availability and sharding. Its
development has been spearheaded by Mats Kindahl, senior principal software developer in
MySQL at Oracle.
Mats is leading the MySQL Scaling and High-Availability effort covering MySQL Fabric and the
MySQL Applier for Hadoop. He is also the architect and implementer of several features (mostly
replication features), including the row-based replication available in 5.1 and the binary log group
commit available in MySQL 5.6. Before starting MySQL he earned a doctoral degree in the area of
automated verification of distributed systems and worked with implementation of C and C++
compilers.
I had a conversation with Mats via Skype a few weeks prior to April’s Percona Live MySQL
Conference and Expo 2014 in Santa Clara, Calif., where he lead a session titled “Sharding and
Scale-out using MySQL Fabric.” Here’s what he had to say…

Tom: Hi Mats, thanks for chatting with me today. Your session is titled “Sharding and Scale-out
using MySQL Fabric.” What is MySQL Fabric and why did your team decide to create it?
Mats: is an extensible framework to manage large farms of MySQL servers. Currently we’ve
added support for high-availability and sharding. That’s where we are right now.
MySQL has always had the “15 Minute Rule,” meaning that you should be able to install the
software and have it up and running within that time frame. This aspect of ease of use is actually in
my opinion part of the success of MySQL. It’s focused on being a flexible and versatile tool.
Given that we have this rule, it was easy to install and easy for people to get up and running on it.
But now the trend is to use many servers in clusters — or what we like to call “farms” instead of
“clusters” to avoid confusion with products such as MySQL Cluster, which is a different solution.
Using these large farms changed these rules to some extent and it’s not that easy to get up and
running anymore if you have a lot of servers. It’s still not a problem with a single server or a few
servers, but it becomes complicated once you start to add a large number of servers and try to
change configuration and manage it dynamically.
What’s needed here is some kind of general tool for managing big farms of servers. There are
several tools available now in various places but each has a very special purpose focusing on a
single aspect or a few aspects of managing a big system.
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With MySQL Fabric, the focus is on building a framework focused on ease of use for managing and
using large farms — treating them as one big distributed database: A federated database, in a
manner of speaking.
The immediate goal with MySQL Fabric is to build a framework and implement some of the more
critical features people need as extensions. We implemented one extension for handing high
availability using the traditional master-slave setup — where you keep a single master and a
number of secondaries as slaves. Once the master dies for some reason, the users have
historically had to promote one of the slaves to be the new master — with MySQL Fabric, that is
automatic.
In addition to failing over the slaves, you had to failover the application or applications too. And this
is something that has not been fully automatic. What we have done is to make connectors an
integral part of the entire framework, and that way when you are working with a MySQL Fabric farm
the application doesn’t have to configure or manage failovers manually. The connectors will
automatically realize something is wrong, connect to the MySQL Fabric to get information on what
happened, and then preform the failover automatically, updating it’s information about the state of
the farm in a way that is almost transparent to the application.
Tom: So then MySQL Fabric is designed to make MySQL much easier to work with – especially for
large, data-intense installations.
Mats: Yes. Basically we saw that MySQL was difficult to use in larger setups. And there were no
easy to use, flexible tools available that actually could handle what MySQL Fabric does. Most other
tools are either special purpose or very limited in being able to manage specific aspects of
managing large farms.
There are tools for sharding, there are tools for high availability – there are tools for other things.
We want to have something that can actually be used as a framework and can be extended, so
that anybody who wants to add special purposes for their setup will be able to add this to the Fabric
to manage any specific needs they have.
We couldn’t find anything before like that so we decided to focus on building something that could.
Tom: Is MySQL Fabric free?
Mats: It is available to the community now. Exactly like MySQL Server, MySQL Fabric is open
source. It is licensed under version 2 of the GNU General Public License (the “GPL”). And you can
currently download it from where you’ll also find documentation.
Tom: When was MySQL Fabric’s first release?
Mats: We first released it publically last autumn at MySQL Connect and released another version
in December just before Christmas with some new additions and some new features.
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Tom: How many users would you say there are now?
Mats: As far as we know, no one have deployed it but we know that people are experimenting with
it. We haven’t released it as a product yet — it’s in a pre-GA state. I’d call it a beta right now and
we are working on the public bug reports
Tom: Your session at Percona Live next month is going to focus on MySQL Fabric – what can
attendees expect and what will they walk away with afterward?
Mats: I’ll basically be talking about the architecture of Fabric, and that of course is centered
around how you normally build a big system. You’ll also see how to use MySQL Fabric as a tool to
setup a new farm to use for both high availability and for sharding.
Tom: Who should be taking a closer look now at MySQL Fabric? And who perhaps can wait a bit
more?
Mats: We have focused on getting a system that can manage very large farms – so we are
focusing on trying to eliminate so-called middleman approaches using proxies to increase
performance. You probably won’t need anything like this if you have a simple setup with one
server, or static site with one server and a few other servers that replicate for backups or reporting.
But once you start adding servers or move around the servers more dynamically, then this is a tool
that will be very useful. It is also valuable for users who have a small set of servers that they want
to add high-availability to, since it simplifies administration.
Tom: What is the learning curve?
Mats: The focus is to be easy to use. People should be able to use it even for small setups. But it is
architected in such a way that you should be able to use it even for very large setups, too.
Tom: Aside from your session, what are you interested in attending at next month’s conference?
Mats: I’m quite interested in anything related to high-availability and scalability — especially
real-life experience from people managing large farms. There is a lot of value in seeing and
understanding what kind of problems people run into in practice. Because it’s never what you see
in a theoretical presentation on high-availability — how you manage it. It’s always the details that
make a difference.
Two sessions in particular: One is Chip’s session (Chip Turner of Facebook) on asynchronous
MySQL, which looks very interesting. And also, given the new improvements of replication in
MySQL 5.6, Yoshinori’s (Yoshinori Matsunobu) session on Facebook’s usage of 5.6 is probably
going to be very interesting.
There are also several sessions on sharding. Tumblr has one on their use of Jetpants that also
looks interesting. I’ve attended that one before but it’s always interesting to talk with them and ask
questions.
Additionally I saw that Justin (Swanhart) has a presentation on using Shard-Query, which looks
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very interesting.
This conference always provides a very diverse audience of users and developers. You always see
something new or learn of something that’s coming down the road. And you are also able to talk
with people about their real experiences — both good and bad –with using MySQL. So it’s useful
for me as a developer to learn about the good parts, because it’s encouraging, but also the bad
parts, so we can fix them.
Tom: Mats, thank you very much for speaking with me today. I look forward to meeting you next
month in Santa Clara!
Mats: Thank you Tom! It was very nice speaking to you and I look forward to meeting you, and of
course all the MySQL developers and users, at the conference next month.

Visit Percona's ever-growing MySQL eBook library for more great content at
http://www.percona.com/resources/mysql-ebooks
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